PUNCTUATION & SPACING - Only use one space after punctuation marks in citations. [Publication Manual, APA, p. 87, #4.01]. DOUBLE SPACE the Reference List with a hanging indent. [p. 180, “REFERENCE LIST”].

[See “Authors,” Publication Manual, APA, pp. 184, #6.27].

BOOK - NO AUTHOR


BOOK - TWO-FIVE AUTHORS, JR. IN NAME, & EDITION


BOOK - 6 OR MORE AUTHORS - [Publication Manual, APA, p. 175, #6.12] Cite only the surname of the first author followed by et al. (not italicized)

BOOK - EDITOR NAME(S) IN AUTHOR POSITION


BOOK - ONE AUTHOR WITH NO PUBLICATION DATE, [Publication Manual, APA, p. 185, #6.28].


CLASSICAL OR RELIGIOUS WORKS [Publication Manual, APA, p. 178-79, #6.18]. Reference List entries are not required for major classical or religious works. Identify the version you used in the first citation in the text.

- 1 Cor: 13:1 (Revised Standard Version)
- (Aristotle, trans. 1931)
- (Qur’an 5:3-4)

ARTICLES IN REFERENCE BOOKS [Publication Manual, APA, pp. 202-03, #7.02]


JOURNAL ARTICLES - PRINT FORMAT.

[See “Authors,” Publication Manual, APA, pp. 184, #6.27]

ONE AUTHOR:


6 OR MORE AUTHORS - [Publication Manual, APA, p. 175, #6.12] Cite only the surname of the first author followed by et al. (not italicized)

MAGAZINE ARTICLE--TWO AUTHORS, NO VOLUME NUMBER - [Publication Manual, APA, p. 200, #7].

CITING ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS

NON-PERIODICAL DOCUMENT ON THE INTERNET, NO AUTHOR, NO DATE.
[Publication Manual, APA, pp. 185, 187-192 - 6.28 and 6.31]
When there is no author for a web page, the title moves to the first Position of the reference entry. Provide a URL that links to the document.


STAND-ALONE DOCUMENT, NO AUTHOR, NO DATE
[Publication Manual, APA, p. 205, #30].
http://www.apastyle.org/learn/faqs/cite-website-material.aspx


ONLINE MAGAZINE ARTICLE - WITH AUTHOR AND DATE
[Publication Manual, APA, p. 200, #8].


Text citation: (Clay, 2008, para. 3)

Video, Podcast, Television episode, Musical recording, and Map citations.

JOURNAL ARTICLES RETRIEVED FROM DATABASES
[Publication Manual, APA, p. 199, 7.01, #1-3]
Use the Article’s Digital Object Identifier, (DOI), after the page numbers, if available. Cite the URL (or Permalink) of the article if no DOI is available.
Use www.crossref.org or Google to search DOI for content.


NEWSPAPER ARTICLES FROM A DATABASE
[Publication Manual, APA, p. 200-01, #11 and p. 198, 7.01]
Full Text Databases: LexisNexis ACADEMIC database, ProQuest NATIONAL NEWSPAPER ABSTRACTS


Use author’s name in narrative - example:
Rogers (2004) compared reaction times.…

Use both date and author’s name in narrative - example:
In 2004, Rogers compared.…

Describe an idea or event in narrative with no mention of author (s):
In a recent study of reaction times… (Rogers, 2004).

Direct quotation of a work: Use page numbers or para. [APA pp. 171-2, 6.05]
“The reaction time was…” (Rogers, 2004, p. 100). Rogers (2004) stated that “the reaction time was…” (p. 100).

[Beatty, Harriger, Schnarre 10/21/15]